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T he coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19)
pandemic has disrupted established path-
ways for conducting research worldwide,

and its fractious effects could be long-lasting. Cardio-
vascular drug and device development, which has
historically suffered from relative underinvestment,
may be particularly susceptible to these system-
wide perturbations. Although therapeutic develop-
ment pipelines are often planned years in advance,
trialists and sponsors have been forced to contend
with “adapt-or-abandon” decisions over weeks to
months during COVID-19 (1). The global nature of
the pandemic, together with the dynamic and unpre-
dictable forecast of subsequent waves, has pushed
some sponsors to make challenging decisions to pre-
maturely terminate programs. Other trials that were
near completion at the start of the pandemic have
evaluated potentially important therapies; COVID-19
may lead to delays in their regulatory review.
Although many aspects of the COVID-19 pandemic
have directly threatened the success of programs
from initial target identification to sequential testing
to ultimate regulatory approval, innovative solutions
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and potentially disruptive opportunities have also
surfaced that may have a lasting and positive impact
on future trial efficiency.

Here, we discuss the central role of regulatory au-
thorities, including the U.S. Food and Drug Adminis-
tration (FDA), in supporting research adaptations to
the realities of the pandemic. Positioned at the heart
of the clinical trial enterprise and often viewed as the
final arbitrators of therapeutic access, regulatory
decision-making has a powerful impact on behavior
and responses of multiple stakeholders. Charged with
protecting the health of the public, the FDA has been
integrally and longitudinally involved in communi-
cating their position and guiding a broad range of
efforts during these uncertain times.

With increasing political pressures, heightened
public scrutiny, and building anticipation around
potential therapies and vaccines targeting COVID-19,
the role of regulatory authorities in guiding the
evaluation of non–COVID-19 therapeutics has been
less discussed. In this report, we specifically examine
how COVID-19 has affected regulatory strategy and
the pipeline of cardiovascular drugs and devices.
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FDA REMAINS

“OPEN FOR NEW BUSINESS”

The FDA continues to remain engaged in the
reviewing and processing of applications for
therapeutics. Compared with the first half of
2019 (n ¼ 13), impressively, the FDA’s Center
for Drug Evaluation and Research approved nearly
twice the number of new molecular entities or new
therapeutic biological products during the first half of
2020 (n ¼ 25), including bempedoic acid (a non-statin
cholesterol-lowering therapy) (2). U.S. device regula-
tion has been equally active; in the first half of 2020, 2
automated external defibrillator systems and 5 stent
systems (or related components) were cleared (3).
More broadly, even beyond the approval of novel
drugs and devices, the FDA has actively reviewed
labeling changes to existing therapies. Thus far in
2020, approximately 500 cardiovascular therapies
have received approvals or tentative approvals, in-
clusive of labeling updates (4). The pace of these
approvals has been relatively steady even during the
initial phases of COVID-19 (Figure 1). The work for
many of these approvals, clearances, and labeling
changes were far advanced by the time the pandemic
began. New applications are anticipated to slow,
resulting in a potential reduction in future cardio-
vascular therapeutics in the pipeline.

ENSURING ACCESS TO EXISTING THERAPIES

In anticipation of supply chain disruptions in access
to existing therapies, the FDA is actively working with
manufacturers to monitor product availability. As of
July 13, 2020, 503 therapies with cardiovascular,
endocrinology/metabolism, or hematology in-
dications were in shortage (5). However, only 67 were
newly posted since the United States declared a
public health emergency on March 13, 2020. Across
the United States, patients appeared to stockpile
therapies early, while prescription fills of cardiovas-
cular therapies may be modestly lower in later phases
of the pandemic (6).

REGULATORY FLEXIBILITY IN SUPPORTING A

SUSTAINABLE THERAPEUTIC PIPELINE

Hazards of face-to-face interactions, shutdowns of
clinical research sites, interruptions in institutional
review board workflows, reductions in cardiovascular
health care utilization, and competing risks of
COVID-19 illness have all culminated in distinct
challenges to continuing trials. Although temporary
pauses may be possible in select situations, these
delays may not be financially tenable for many
sponsors. COVID-19 has presented particular chal-
lenges for select high-risk cardiovascular pop-
ulations, where patients and trialists cannot afford
delays in research, and in certain cases (such as
cardio-oncology) access to novel treatments may
hinge on trial enrollment. As such, most trials have
already begun adapting protocols. As outlined in a
general FDA guidance document (7) and a detailed
statistical document (8), regulatory authorities
appear supportive of promoting study flexibility,
while ensuring the safety of participants and clinical
research teams, preserving trial integrity, and main-
taining a robust evidentiary bar.

In general, adaptations should be individualized to
meet the specific trial circumstances and practical-
ities. Regulators have emphasized that adaptations
should be well-documented and communicated to
both regulators and patients in a timely manner.
These may require formal protocol amendments,
investigational device exemption supplements, and
changes to statistical analysis plans. Global trials face
unique challenges in that protocol adaptations must
be acceptable across regional regulatory authorities;
reassuringly, the European Medicines Agency and
other regulators worldwide have expressed similar
flexibility (9).

Protocol adaptations should preferably be per-
formed prospectively on the basis of knowledge of
only blinded trial data. Complex decisions about
whether to prematurely terminate the study sooner
than planned may be informed by projected disrup-
tions to participant enrollment, investigational drug
supply, and study monitoring procedures. As in
original study protocols, methods to handle increased
anticipated data missingness or premature study
discontinuation rates during the pandemic should be
adapted as needed.

The regional variation in the spread of COVID-19
also introduces unique challenges. Ongoing prospec-
tive efforts are underway to harmonize capture of
common patient-level and site-level data elements.
For instance, the Heart Failure Collaboratory, a
public–private partnership with the FDA, is creating
structured, streamlined, and standardized case report
forms to capture COVID-19–related information (10).
In global trials, as sites will be anticipated to be
affected during different time periods, this informa-
tion may guide sensitivity analyses to dissect
regional, temporal, and treatment interactions.

OTHER REGULATORY CONSIDERATIONS

� Informed consent: The FDA has offered several
alternative approaches to troubleshoot and



FIGURE 1 Approvals and Tentative Approvals Processed by the FDA in 2020
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navigate complex trial scenarios when traditional
methods of obtaining informed consent may not be
feasible or safe (9). Certain high-risk cohorts, such
as those enrolled in cardio-oncology trials, further
complicate in-person contact. In many such cases,
electronic consent may be acceptable if appropri-
ately accompanied by proper documentation. To
promote a secure and accessible electronic consent
process, the FDA has recently made their COVID
MyStudies application freely available to in-
vestigators. This downloadable, open source
application can be used to review, sign, and
transfer forms, and further allows trial-specific
branding and is supported by a dedicated tech-
nical assistance team.

� Data collection: Depending on the trial-specific
procedures, ongoing data collection during the
pandemic is preferred if it does not pose excess
risks to participants or research personnel. Data
collection even outside of protocol-designated
windows may maximize interpretability of
affected data and inform decision-making.

� Endpoint ascertainment: Many traditional cardio-
vascular endpoints may be feasibly ascertained
remotely without the need for in-person physical
examination. Collection of extensive adverse
events and serious adverse events may be curtailed
when appropriate, especially for drugs that are
already approved for other indications.
� Clinical trial adjudication: Although traditional
committees apply stringent definitions to ensure
high-fidelity identification of clinical events,
endpoint definitions may need to be adapted to
allow for adjudication even with incomplete source
documentation. COVID-19 cases and hospitaliza-
tions should be prospectively ascertained. Adjudi-
cation may not always be necessary, and
investigator-defined events are often sufficient.

� Flexible target sample sizes and timelines: It is
anticipated that COVID-19 will introduce statistical
noise and uncertainty given potential competing
risks of nonmodifiable events, excess premature
drug discontinuation, missing or incomplete
outcome data, and/or lapses in study protocol
adherence. Sponsors may consider expanding
target sample sizes or extending follow-up (in
event-driven trials) to account for this potential loss
of statistical power. They may also consider shifting
resources and enrollment targets to geographic
areas with lower population burden of COVID-19.

� Statistical analysis plans: COVID-19 may unpre-
dictably affect data quality, expected endpoint
accrual, cardiovascular disease trajectory, as well
as care patterns worldwide. As such, planned an-
alyses may require amendment to account for data
collected before, during, and after COVID-19
(adjusted for varying timing of affected
communities).
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� Transparent communication: Regulatory bodies
must continue to provide explicit guidance and
clinical trialists are encouraged to share best
practices to optimize clinical research during the
pandemic. Reassuringly, the FDA has been
responsive in delivering webinars and virtual town
hall meetings and putting forth over 60 specific
guidance documents related to various regulatory
positions.

TRANSLATING CURRENT LEARNINGS TO

DURABLE INNOVATION

Many of these adaptations may be appropriate even
during nonpandemic times. In the recently launched
COVID-19 Pandemic Recovery and Preparedness Plan,
the FDA outlines ways in which traditional regulatory
approaches may be modernized to effectively apply
learnings from COVID-19 to future public health
emergencies. This structured program will identify
and support strategies that have been effective and
efficient during COVID-19 for long-term retention and
implementation.

However, even with the best efforts to preserve
data quality, it is expected that regulators will face
challenging decisions in the post-pandemic period in
reviewing these data as each trial may have slightly
varied adaptations or unique considerations. Disrup-
tions in the usual pathways of evidence generation
are likely to result in imperfect data in many cases
emphasizing the need for continued evaluation as the
pandemic evolves with robust phase IV post-
marketing studies. COVID-19 has accelerated the
FDA’s consideration of diverse data sources including
real-world evidence (such as the Sentinel System).
Although the role of these ancillary data sources in
supporting therapeutic approval remains less well
defined, commitment to evaluation of broad streams
of data may be particularly important in post-
marketing surveillance.

CONCLUSIONS

Patients with cardiovascular diseases are particularly
vulnerable to the direct and indirect health impacts
associated with the COVID-19 pandemic; ensuring
stable therapeutic access is thus of high priority. The
FDA and global regulators have played a central role
in shaping the public health response to the COVID-19
pandemic, particularly with respect to ensuring ac-
cess to existing therapies and promoting a steady
pipeline of novel therapies. The trajectory of COVID-
19 remains uncertain and may durably influence
clinical trial conduct in the months and years ahead.
Regardless, COVID-19 was neither the first nor the last
modern pandemic. Clinical trialists and sponsors
should actively work with regulatory authorities to
mitigate the impact of COVID-19 on the current and
future development of cardiovascular therapies.
Development of innovative strategies to conduct tri-
als and interpret affected data during this pandemic
may yield lasting improvements to the cardiovascular
clinical trial enterprise.
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